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Chapter 3441:  

“Young Madam, they’re coming!” 

“get ready!” 

the disciples of the heavenly returning sect were ready to fight the enemy. 

Bai Liyue looked at the zombies swarming toward them and said coldly, ” “Aren’t they just a few 

zombies? Come on!” 

She placed the gun on the impact-proof shield and only extended the barrel out. 

then, before the other zombies got close, she started firing at them. 

Although the zombie had turned into a cloud of black smoke, Baili Yue was wearing contact lenses! He 

saw their bodies clearly and then bombarded their heads at the front. 

It was not a sniper rifle this time, and there was no noise suppressor. The deafening sound of heavy 

machine guns reverberated throughout the valley. 

The group of people from the immortal sect, who had been running away, could not help but stop and 

turn around to see what was going on at the heavenly return sect. 

However, when they turned around, they found that Bai Liyue had already walked to the zombie closest 

to her with idle steps. She took the spear from the Zombie’s body and put it into her space. 

Bai Liyue already had 70 Spears in her space. She was definitely not a stingy person, so she said to the 

eager disciples behind her, ” “Each of you, take 10 Spears. Drip your own blood on them, and they will 

listen to you.” 

The disciples ‘eyes lit up, and they all ran towards the zombies whose heads had been blown up. They 

were overjoyed and in high spirits as they kept the long Spears that the immortal sect coveted into their 

own space rings. 

even if the sect took eight, they would still have two. 

Everyone thanked Bai Liyue one after another. 

the disciples of the heavenly return sect, who used to look down on glory planet, now worshiped the 

planet. 

“Young Madam, the gun you used just now was too powerful. It’s different from the gun that can only 

be fired one shot at a time, right? This gun is much more impressive, right?” 

Bai Liyue left 10 zombies for everyone and took the things of the remaining four zombies. “it’s a 

different thing, so i can’t say who’s more powerful.” The attack range of the heavy machine gun just 

now was less than half of the previous sniper rifle. However, the close range attack of the heavy 

machine gun is very strong.” 
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“So it’s like this!” 

” the people from glory planet are so powerful and smart! ” 

“Everything grows and disappears. Although the people there don’t cultivate, they are smarter than us!” 

As they had just finished packing up their treasures, the flute sounded again. They had almost passed 

the valley, but another Zombie Army had arrived. 

This time, more than 50 zombies appeared at the same time and came from all directions. 

“Young Madam!” 

The disciples of the heavenly return sect, who had been ordered to protect Baili Yue, called out without 

saying anything. 

Bai Liyue was still observing the immortal sect. 

Some of the zombies were clearly coming for them. 

as the lustful spirit in the space trembled again, bai liyue watched the woman scream, ” “Ah! Don’t 

attack us!” 

then, the zombies directly bypassed them and rushed to the heavenly return gate. 

After seeing this scene, Bai Liyue retracted her gaze and said, ” stand beside me. 

The disciples of the heavenly return sect did not dare to disobey, and they all stood together with Bai 

Liyue. 
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Bai Liyue directly took out a landmine cannon from her spatial ring and stomped it in front of her. After 

that, they would wait for those zombies to attack them. 

The first wave of zombies had arrived, but no matter how they attacked with their Spears, Aiden’s shield 

was able to resist their attacks. 

The zombies behind them arrived one after another. Bai Liyue even saw some of them rushing into the 

ground during the charge. 

the color of the zombies that could sneak into the ground was different from the black zombies. at least, 

bai liyue could see that they were green through the infrared detection. 

“There’s a situation underground!” The strongest disciple was the first to sense the situation 

underground. 

Everyone was shocked. They raised their Spears and stabbed down, but the zombie rushed up first. 

The zombie, who thought it could break through the ground, hit an invisible shield with a loud thump 

and exploded its head. 

Everyone was speechless. 
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“There’s an invisible shield on the ground!” 

The disciples were shocked. 

This was simply a 360-degree protection for them! 

Seeing that all the zombies had arrived, Bai Liyue pressed the switch of the landmine cannon. 

After that, the disciples and the immortal sect people saw brilliant fireworks flash with Bai Liyue as the 

center. 

however, the fireworks exploded along the ground. the red flames that spread out in three directions 

looked like gorgeous and beautiful fireworks. with bai liyue as the center, they spread from the ground 

to the sky and from the middle to the surroundings. 

When the firepower of these cannonballs was at its maximum, the immortal sect saw that the group of 

people protected by a touch of white transparency was like the stamen of a flower, and the cannonballs 

that exploded were like huge fiery red petals. 

After being shot by the heavy machine guns, at least the zombies were still intact. However, after being 

bombarded by the artillery, they were directly blown into small pieces of rotten flesh. 

When the roar of the artillery stopped, because the landmine cannon was fired from the ground, as the 

center of the pistil, the height of Bai Liyue and the others had dropped more than ten meters. 

a 20-meter-wide pit had been created around the area where the cannon had been fired. 

it was more than 10 meters deep and more than 20 square meters wide. what kind of concept was this? 

Even if his spiritual energy was not sealed, even the head of the four sects and eight families could only 

cause such destructive power, right? 

Not to mention that the people who entered the ruins couldn’t be the leaders of the four sects and eight 

families, and their spiritual energy had been sealed. 

In fact, ever since the second wave of ten zombies attacked, people from different sects and clans had 

already started to gather around. 

at this moment, with the huge gunfight and explosion, many sects that could not find their way were 

attracted over. 

Looking at Bai Liyue and the disciples of the heavenly return sect, who had jumped out of the pit, the 

crowd said, “…… 

as one of the four sects, the heavenly return sect’s movements had always been closely watched by all 

the other sects. Therefore, many people knew that Bai Liyue had married into the heavenly return sect. 

in the beginning, everyone thought that the heavenly return sect had just randomly found a woman to 

celebrate their good fortune and that she was just an orphan from a small family who no one cared 

about. 



But now that they had seen a woman who was so powerful that she could be compared to the head of a 

top family and sect without her spiritual power sealed, no one dared to look down on her. 

Not far away, Lou Sheng, the sect leader of the immortal transformation sect, looked at the woman who 

jumped out of the huge pit and couldn’t help swallowing his saliva. The back of his clothes was soaked 

with cold sweat. 
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“That b * tch is so lucky!” 

Seeing that there was no hope for revenge, Lou Yanjun’s mouth was rotten, and her wrist was broken, 

her eyes were filled with resentment. 

“Sister, don’t say anymore. At that time, I said that we shouldn’t fight with the people of the heavenly 

return sect, but look at this. If we had left earlier, things wouldn’t have turned out this way.” 

Originally, when they went to pick up the spirit stones and black iron, they didn’t have much conflict 

with the heavenly returning sect. But because Lou Yanjun coveted the things of the heavenly returning 

sect, she incited her grandfather, Lou Sheng, to Rob them. He intended to kill all the disciples of the 

heavenly returning sect and Rob them without anyone knowing. in the end, he ended up in this state. 

“you shut up!” lou yanjun glared at lou yanxi, her face full of disgust. 

“Don’t think I don’t know what you’re thinking. I’m telling you, what I’ve lost is my left hand, not my 

right. My strength is something you’ll never be able to catch up to in your lifetime. Even if I’m disfigured, 

I’m still the daughter of the first wife of the Lou family, while you’re just the daughter of a concubine. 

you!!!” 

“Shut up!” Lou Wei shouted and angrily rebuked,”don’t you think you’ve lost enough face?” Xi ‘er is 

right, if you weren’t so big-hearted, how could so many of our immortal sect die? you can’t do anything 

right, but you can’t do anything right. you’re the one who caused this and you’re still blaming your 

sister? Ignorant fool!” 

After being scolded by her father, Lou Yanjun’s face was full of grievance and shock. 

Because her mother’s clan was very powerful and was also one of the 72 sects, her identity was simply 

not comparable to Lou Yanxi’s, who was a concubine’s daughter. 

However, in the past year, Lou Yanxi had been regarded as a Lucky Star by his grandfather, and her 

status in the immortal sect was getting higher and higher. 

Now, her hand had been cut off and her face was disfigured, but not only did her family not say a word 

of concern or comfort to her, they even scolded her and clearly sided with that b * tch. 

“Dad, how can you say that about me? Wasn’t my previous suggestion your own idea?” 

“Alright, stop quarreling!” Lou Sheng roared in frustration. 

He could still distinguish the situation. 
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Although he also liked Lou Yanxi’s koi fish physique, Lou Yanjun’s background was different. If his 

daughter-in-law knew that they had treated Lou Yanjun like this, she would really be angry and go back 

to her maiden family to complain, and their immortal sect would also be affected. 

” yanjun is injured and is in a bad mood. as her father, you should comfort her. ” 

Then, he looked at Lou Yanxi, who was pursing her lips and not speaking, and said,”however, yan xi is 

really the lucky star of our xianxian sect. If it wasn’t for Yan Xi’s golden mouth, I’m afraid our Xianxian 

sect would’ve been doomed today.” 

Lou Yanxi smiled and said,”Grandpa, you’re too kind.” Perhaps they felt that lady Feng’s side was more 

powerful and wanted to kill her more. It doesn’t have much to do with me. ” 

“White Lotus! Lou Yanxi, I thought it was strange before, but I just thought it might be luck. However, 

today’s matter has happened several times. Tell me, do you have any treasure that can make your luck 

better? Can it make your prophecy come true?” 

Lou Yanjun’s words made Lou Sheng and Lou Wei’s eyes light up, and they both looked at Lou Yanxi. 

“yan xi, do you really have such a thing? If there is, quickly take it out and give it to Grandpa. Now, our 

immortal sect only has eight people left. Give the things to grandfather, and grandfather will return 

them to you after I’ve brought you through this difficult time, alright?” 
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Lou Wei also looked at Lou Yanxi, his eyes full of light. 

Lou Yanxi was anxious. Grandpa, dad, don’t listen to my sister’s nonsense. How could I have such a 

treasure? ” If I really had it, I would have given it to you long ago. And if I had such a treasure, I would 

immediately say, ” If the heavens dropped 10000 purple spirit stones on us, would my aunt and I still 

need to live our lives under the whims of others? Don’t listen to my sister’s nonsense. Don’t you know 

best what I have on me?” 

Hmph, you’re so scheming. If you really have something good, would you hand it over? ” Even if Lou 

Yanjun’s mouth was rotten, at this moment, her words were also extremely clear. 

Lou Wei took a step forward. Yan Xi, your sister is right. This is a life and death moment for our sect and 

family. Open your interspatial ring and show us your things. If there’s nothing like the treasure your 

sister said, you won’t lose anything, right?” 

Lou Yanxi was extremely aggrieved and cried, ” dad, the space ring is everyone’s most private thing. You 

can’t open it to others unless you’re dead. Dad, don’t you think you’re going too far? I’ve never harmed 

the flowing cloud sect, and I’ve always brought good luck to the sect. How can you treat me like this?” 

At this moment, Lou Sheng was almost certain that Lou Yanxi had such a treasure hidden on her. 

“yan xi, i hope you can consider the big picture. If you have it, give it to Grandpa. Grandpa will use it and 

save everyone’s lives more than you can. If you don’t have it, do you think Grandpa and dad will take the 

things in your space ring from you?” 
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“That’s right, do you think I’d snatch something from you in front of Grandpa and dad? I’m not 

interested in those broken things of yours!” 

Lou Yanxi cried and opened her space ring. 

This was a ring with a very small space, the space inside was only one cubic meter. There were some dry 

rations in it, which already took up more than half of the space in the spatial ring. As for spiritual stones, 

there were three blue spiritual stones and a small pile of green spiritual stones. But when Lou Yanxi 

poured out the things, she looked at Lou Yanjun vigilantly. 

Other than that, there were two swords and some currency from Emperor moon. 

The things inside the ring were clear at a glance, there was no treasure like Lou Yanjun said. 

Lou Sheng and Lou Wei couldn’t help but feel very disappointed after seeing the things in Lou Yanxi’s 

space ring. 

Lou Yanjun’s eyes widened and she shouted, ” “How is that possible? She clearly had the right to speak! 

If she didn’t talk to those zombies, we would have been attacked. she wasn’t the one who raised him, so 

why did he listen to her? if it’s not in your interspatial ring, then it must be on you. Lou Yanxi, check!” 

“Sister, you’re too much!” 

it’s a matter of life and death now. If you have something, don’t hide it. 

after saying that, the overlord forced himself on lou yanxi and began to grope and tear her clothes. 

“Yanjun, don’t go too far. Look at what you’ve done to your sister’s clothes. There are still disciples here, 

how do you expect your sister to face others in the future?” 

“Unusual things should be done in unusual times.” Lou Yanjun continued to search him. 

However, in the end, she took off Lou Yanxi’s socks and couldn’t find anything on her, so she finally gave 

up. 
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“How is that possible? You’re always right about everything you say, so how could you not have any 

treasures on you?” 

Lou Yanxi sobbed as she put on her clothes, then looked at Lou Yanjun angrily. “Sister, I know you hate 

me and can’t wait to step on me forever. You’re always thinking of ways to bully me. But this is the 

remains, and you clearly know that I’ve been very lucky since I was young. Why are you talking about me 

at this time and making Grandpa and the others suspicious? If I really have a treasure today but didn’t 

give it to the sect, wouldn’t I become a sinner through the ages? how can I and my yiniang stay in the 

sect in the future? You’re simply too much! Since you can’t stand me, I’ll leave. In any case, I’m lucky and 

might be able to walk out of these ruins on my own.” 

After saying that, Lou Yanxi was about to leave. 

“Yan Xi!” Lou Sheng stopped Lou Yanxi. After that, he turned around and scolded Lou Yanjun. 
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The general content was that Lou Yanxi was now the hope of the whole sect, and everyone needed to 

follow Lou Yanxi’s koi physique to break out of the siege and get the treasure. After that, he ordered Lou 

Yanjun not to target Lou Yanxi. They were originally in the same group, but in order to prevent the 

sisters from quarreling again, they were separated. 

After being scolded, Lou Yanjun hated Lou Yanxi to death. 

Bai Liyue had seen everything that had happened in the immortal sect through the video. 

Turning her head, Bai Liyue saw the bitter faces of the disciples of the heavenly return sect. She was 

stunned and asked, ” “What’s wrong with you guys?” 

young Madam, the spear has been blown apart. 

Bai Liyue glanced at the broken spear in one of the disciples ‘hands. After a moment of silence, she said, 

” “There should be better things inside. Let’s go.” 

In fact, she also felt that it was a pity. 

However, he had no choice. 

after the three waves of zombies were killed by bai liyue, bai liyue’s fierce name quickly spread among 

the major sects. 

Although the ruins were huge, there were at least hundreds of thousands of people who had entered. 

Some people came in to break through the barrier, some came in to find a leak, and some came in to 

build good relations and do business. 

For example, they sold flashlights, batteries, and all kinds of knife supplies. 

Business was everywhere. 

After about half an hour, Gong Jie and the others arrived at the previous place according to everyone’s 

words. 

that place was now occupied by a few zombies. countless people were standing in the hidden part of the 

mountain forest, looking at the beautiful scenery below. 

If they wanted to enter the city wall to find more treasures, they had to pass through this place. 

This place had also been copied by someone. 

Other than the overgrown weeds, those who had paid for the map found that they were actually outside 

the gate of an ancient capital. 

The place they were standing on now was surrounded by mountains on three sides. 

In ancient times, in order to resist the invasion of foreign enemies, the city gates were often built in a 

place surrounded by mountains on three sides. 

in this way, the road in the capital city became the only path, and the open space outside the capital city 

was the best place to kill the enemy. 



Those zombies should be the soldiers guarding the city. 

And these soldiers were all transformed from the dead martial artists with strong spiritual power. 

After Gong Jie and the others walked over, Yue Jin ‘an saw that everyone was standing on the hillside 

and pointing. He couldn’t help but ask,”Why are you all standing here and not going down?” 

The person beside him said unhappily,”go down?” If you want to go down, go down!” 
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“Other than the group of people who went to the heavenly return sect, which group of people didn’t 

die? There were also sects that were not completely wiped out. A sect with more than 30 people only 

had one or two people who passed. In such a situation, you dare to go over?” 

Yue Jin ‘an glanced at his master, who was about to leave, and pulled him back. Then, he chuckled and 

said to the people watching, ” friends who want to go over, pay some protection money. Our sect leader 

can take you there. 

lao ai glanced at yue jin ‘an, but yue jin’ an had a ” you know ” expression. 

Qianqian thought about it, and although she was unwilling, she still let Yue Jin ‘an do as he pleased. 

Those who were standing close to them couldn’t help but complain,”who are you guys?” was he from 

the four sects, eight families, and seventy-two sects? Why do we have to pay you protection fees? if you 

guys can’t protect us, then wouldn’t we be throwing our lives away?” 

Yue Jin ‘an smiled and said,”we’re from the moon gate. If even our sect master can’t protect you, then 

no one should go in.” Let’s just wait for the relic to be taken away and then go home.” 

“What? The waiting moon sect?” 

“f * ck, did i hear wrong?” 

“How did the sect master of the waiting moon sect come in?” 

“Who is it? Is it that young man?” 

“It’s said that the sect master of the waiting moon sect looks young, but he’s actually an old monster. 

How did he come in? Could it be that he’s not even 100 years old yet?” 

One question led to a long string of “what the f * ck, what the f * ck, what the f * ck” after. 

“that’s your sect master?” 

“Little brother, don’t joke around.” 

“Little brother, he’s your sect master, Who are you?” 

“Yue Jin ‘an,” 

“fuck!” 
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“Fuck!” 

“fuck!” 

“Left protector!” 

“Really? was this for real? Are you really from the waiting moon sect? You’re not tricking us?” 

Seeing that the sect master’s patience was running out, Yue Jin ‘an sighed. “if you don’t hand it over, 

then forget it!” 

“Hand over!” 

“hand over!” 

“We’ll pay!” 

“how much do you want?” 

The waiting moon sect was famous for being greedy. 

Although the sect leader of waiting moon sect was greedy for money, as long as he had collected 

protection fees, he would protect the other party to a certain extent. This caused many medium-sized 

sects in Moon City to want to Annex small sects, but they found that the small sects were under the 

protection of moon gate, and could not Annex the other side. Because of this, Moon City became a 

paradise for small sects, and it was also the most economically developed place in the entire Emperor 

moon. 

“Then hurry up and give it to me. you, what sect are you from?” 

“The petrification sect.” 

50 purple spirit stones and 500 Blue Spirit stones. 

“Zhenzhen is fine.” Although it was a little expensive, who asked the ancient site inside the city wall to 

be more attractive? 

“we have 15 people in our sect, can we all go in?” 

“sure.” 

The man’s eyes lit up. He felt that he had made a profit. 

“You stand here and give him spirit stones. Don’t block the way. Next.” 

When the person behind saw that it was his turn so quickly, he smiled in embarrassment. “I’m sorry, 

we’re a small sect and we don’t have that many spirit stones. We won’t run away.” 

“How many do you have? Including black iron.” 

the man was stunned. ” there are three of us, so we only have 50 blue spirit stones, the orange spirit 

stones we got from killing the bats, and the 20 spirit stones we got from killing the demonic wolf. ” 

“Then give me half of what you have.” 



“thank you, left protector!” the man’s eyes lit up. 

“left protector, why did they only pay such a small amount of protection fees?” 

Yue Jin ‘an looked at the person who was paying and asked, ” “His sect is small and poor, but is your sect 

small? was he poor? Our sect master isn’t a robber, we’re just doing good.” 
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Gong Jie had long been used to Yue Jin ‘an’s way of protecting and marketing the sect. He stood at the 

side and looked forward. 

After the sect leader of the bone melting sect made the payment gloomily, he looked at him and asked, 

” “you’re saying that other than bai liyue and the others who entered unscathed, no one else was able 

to enter?” 

Facing this mysterious sect master who looked easy to talk to but was actually notorious, the sect leader 

of the bone melting sect nodded and replied with a good attitude, ” “Yes.” 

“What method did she use to enter? Did those zombies attack her?” 

“She must’ve used some incredible spirit tool. He had heard from the sect leaders that there were many 

powerful things in Bai Liyue’s interspatial ring, and those things were not from Emperor moon. They 

guessed that she must have brought it in from the glory planet.” 

“What weapon is it?” The man asked with interest. 

“I’ve never seen this Yingluo before. It was said that those people didn’t know what kind of weapon she 

was using. at the beginning, when there weren’t many zombies, she used a gun that could fire 

continuously. However, that gun’s power was different from the guns we’ve seen. the bullet hit the 

zombie’s head, and it exploded. 

her most powerful weapons were her shield and another type of offensive spiritual weapon. Bai Liyue’s 

shield was said to be invisible. She didn’t need to hold it with her hand at all, and it could protect all 

positions at 360 degrees without any blind spots. it’s said that some zombies tried to attack them from 

underground, but they used too much force and hit the invisible shield head-on, causing their heads to 

explode.” 

“Then what’s the other type of offensive spiritual weapon?” gong jie listened with great interest. 

“the other type of offensive spirit tool is simply unheard of. It was said that Bai Liyue had placed that 

thing on the ground and just pressed a button lightly. At that time, all the zombies pounced over and 

tried to destroy the shield. However, after the button was pressed, Bai Liyue and the others, who were 

surrounded by the shield, were like flower pistils. The flames of the explosion were like flower petals, 

blowing dozens of zombies into pieces. Even the spears on their bodies were blown apart.” 

“It’s that powerful?” 

“Isn’t that so?” 
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at that time, many sects had followed the heavenly return sect and entered, but some had found 

spiritual stones and black iron on the ground, so they had squatted by the roadside to pick up the 

treasures. However, not long after the people of the heavenly return sect entered, another wave of 

zombies came and killed them all. 

Now there were more spiritual stones and black iron down there, because those who died had all turned 

into black iron. However, no one dared to go down and pick it up. 

While Xi Jue was listening to the gossip with great interest, some of the big sects behind were unwilling 

to give Yue Jinan any more spirit stones. 

This was because the waiting moon gate was simply collecting money from people. 

The spirit stones that small sects collected were only symbolic, but for big sects, they simply wanted to 

eat them up. 

one of the 72 sects actually asked for 200 purple spirit stones and 100 black iron. 

it was simply an extraordinary lion’s mouth. 

as a result, a few of the black-hearted big sects who had increased the price were not happy. 

“Anyway, when they leave, we’ll follow them. We’ll quickly follow them after they’ve killed all the 

zombies.” 

“Gang leader Hong, you’re right. No matter what, the waiting moon gate is still the leader of the four 

gates, so they won’t be angry because they can’t get the protection fee.” 

At this moment, nearly ten big sects withdrew from the protective circle one after another. 
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Seeing these large sects withdraw from the protective circle, some middle-sized families and sects also 

withdrew from the protective circle. The only ones left to pay the protection fees were the small and 

medium-sized sects and a few rogue cultivators who did not have high expectations of them. 

Yue Jinan didn’t get angry and continued to collect money. 

As for Yingying, she didn’t take this matter to heart. 

After all, the development of the sect was managed by Yue Jin ‘an. Yue Jin’ an had said that he only 

needed to be the mascot of the treasure of the mountain. 

As for those small and medium-sized sects and rogue cultivators, many of them were willing to make 

friends with the waiting moon sect. They took advantage of this opportunity. The protection fee that the 

other party asked for was not much, so everyone was quite willing to pay. 

Just as Gong Jie was about to ask for some other gossip, someone suddenly came up from behind. 

“Excuse me,” 

“Excuse me, please.” 
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“Who are you guys? On what basis? Line up!” 

“I’m sorry, I’m from the Baili family.” 

“what white and black? Go and line up behind!” 

the young lady of the heavenly return sect you were talking about, Baili Yue, is my granddaughter. Baili 

Ren smiled with a kind and friendly face. 

When the crowd heard that it was the grandfather of the big boss, they quickly made way. 

The person who had just insulted Baili Ren quickly apologized, ” “So it’s old Mister Baili. I’ve been 

disrespectful. I didn’t hear you clearly just now. I’m sorry for offending you.” 

Baili Meng and Baili Qian, who were following behind Baili Ren, looked at this person in disdain. Then, 

under the watchful eyes of the crowd, they walked toward Xi Jue with their heads held high. 

Baili Meng’s standards had always been very high. The person he liked was Wei Yunsheng, but Wei 

Yunsheng was deeply in love with Baili Xi. 

After that, she had taken a fancy to Qin Luo. In the end, during the martial arts competition at the 

flowing cloud sect, Baili Xi had tried to humiliate her in front of everyone. After she had retorted, Qin 

Luo had helped Baili Xi to reprove her. She had caused her to lose face in front of all the sects in heaven 

city. 

At this moment, there was finally no more Bai Lixi. baili meng felt as if his eyes were about to go blind. 

she did not understand how such a good-looking man could exist in this world. 

She looked like an elf who had come out of a secluded mountain. 

More importantly, this person was the sect master of the waiting moon sect! 

She was even willing to be his concubine. 

although the baili family was a prominent family in heaven city, it was not ranked among the 72 sects. 

Although she was the eldest young lady of the Baili family, she was still not as good as the sect master of 

the waiting moon sect, the leader of the four sects. 

Although she didn’t have a good relationship with Baili Yue, at least they both had the same 

grandfather. Bai Liyue was now married to the young master of the heavenly return sect, so it was 

impossible for her to remarry. As long as she treated Bai Liyue better in the future, Bai Liyue would not 

stop her. with the sect master’s curiosity about bai liyue, she could take the opportunity to get close to 

him and even become his concubine. 

If Baili Meng had such thoughts, why wouldn’t Baili Qian? 

Therefore, when Baili Ren walked in front of Yingying, Baili Meng and Baili Qian both looked shy and 

delicate. 

“Sect master Xiao, I heard you asking about Yue ‘er’s situation just now. Are you old friends with Yue’ 

er?” Baili Ren asked with a smile. 



“Yue ‘er?” gong jie’s attention was successfully attracted by baili ren, and he asked, ” “you’re very close 

to her?” 

He had been asking around for gossip, so he did not hear Baili Ren introduce himself in the team. When 

they heard the other party mention Yue ‘er, their eyes lit up. 

“I am Baili Ren, Yue ‘er’s grandfather. Her deceased father was my son.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3449:   

Baili Ren also knew what was going on in Baili Meng and Baili Qian’s minds, so he quickly introduced, ” 

“This is my eldest granddaughter, Baili Meng, and this is my second granddaughter, Baili Qian.” 

she’s your eldest granddaughter. Then how many granddaughters are you? ” Gong Jie looked at Baili 

Ren as if it was the most ordinary question. 

baili ren was stunned. he knew that he had said the wrong thing and immediately laughed.”Hehehe, I 

introduced them like this only because Yue ‘er wasn’t present, so the two of them automatically became 

the eldest and the second. If we were to rank them based on their ages, Yue ‘er would be the eldest, 

Meng’ er the second, Yue ‘er has a younger sister called Baili Xi, the third in the Baili family, and Qian’ er 

the fourth. The four of them are the legitimate daughters of our Baili family.” 

He glanced at the two women in front of him and ordered, ” “stay away from me.” 

Baili Meng and Baili Qian were stunned. Before they could come back to their senses, the taciturn right 

protector Yue Chengyi had already rudely pushed them away. 

especially baili qian, who lost her balance and fell to the ground, letting out an ” ouch! ” 

Baili Ren’s expression changed instantly. he knew that things might not be as he had expected. 

“Baili Xi told me that although you are Baili Yue’s family, you have been treating her and her sister badly 

ever since her father died. In order to pay for her, Bai Liyue had gone to glory planet. Later on, you sold 

her to the heavenly return sect in order to get spirit stones. What, are you looking for me now to gain 

something from me?” 

The Baili family’s eyes widened. 

They had thought that Baili Yue had said something she shouldn’t have to Qianqian, but it turned out to 

be Baili Xi. 

“How can she be so cheap?” 

lao ai’s eyes swept across, and baili qian instantly felt an extremely huge force that almost crushed her. 

“you said baili yue is cheap?” 

Hearing Yingluo’s slightly gritted teeth voice, Baili Qian quickly shook her head. ” i’m zhenzhen. i’m 

saying zhenzhen said baili xi is cheap. ” 

The pressure instantly disappeared. 
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Baili Qian: 

qianqian nodded and said,”she’s quite cheap.” So I bestowed her to a group of loose cultivators to 

enjoy.” 

You’ve given a big family’s daughter to a group of rogue cultivators. Are you sure you’re from a 

righteous sect? 

“Yes, yes, yes, she’s really cheap! when she lost something, she insisted that my father stole it. think 

about it, my father is the future heir of the baili family. why would he need to steal baili xi’s things? Baili 

Xi harbored hatred in her heart and deliberately slandered the Baili family. Sect leader Tong, don’t listen 

to her nonsense.” Baili Meng hurriedly said. 

“so you didn’t kick baili yue out of the house?” qianqian looked at baili ren. 

Baili Ren: 

you didn’t sell her to the heavenly return sect without her consent? ” 

Baili Ren: 

“I won’t kill you because you’re her grandfather. But from now on, whoever is on good terms with the 

Baili family will be going against me. ” 

Baili Ren was speechless. 

So, what was he doing here? 

Yingying spoke. Although her voice wasn’t loud, as long as one person heard it, everyone on Emperor 

moon would know immediately. 

Baili Ren’s legs were weak, and he could barely stand. 

If he had known that this day would come, why did he do that? 

These few words were still lingering in his mind even after Yue Jin ‘an had finished registering. 

if he had known that baili yue would one day become someone like her father, who could support the 

entire baili family, why would he have treated her badly after baili shu’s death? 

 


